
Company Profile 
KPIT Cummins is a global IT consulting and product 
engineering partner focused on co-innovating domain 
intensive technology solutions for corporations specializing 
in automotive & transportation, manufacturing and energy 
& utilities. An integrated portfolio of offerings in the areas 
of applications, consulting, and product engineering  
help their customers stay ahead and competitive in  
the marketplace. 

Business Challenges 
• High business growth through M&A activity globally, leading to substantial rise

in number of contracts managed

• Contracts spread globally across various acquired entities using different
contract language, terms, obligations. It was critical to standardize and improve
control

• Difficult to manage a distributed contracting operation, leading to potential
contracting risks, particularly third party contracts

• Difficult to abstract, track and manage contract commitments, expiries,
milestones. Missed renewals leading to expired MSAs with active SOWs,
resulting in revenue delays

• Contractual obligations were people-dependent and not captured on any
system leading to instances of non-compliance, audit comments whenever
there was a people failure or change

• No central repository of contracts and related information. Difficult to trace a
contract or its related information, resulting in reduced ability to do analysis
and prepare for renewal negotiations

Solution 
Icertis Contract Management was configured and implemented to meet KPIT’s 
unique contract management challenges. The platform covered all the 
contracts in business across all business units globally. Icertis Contract 
Management for KPIT included Contract Setup, Approval Rules Engine, 
Contract Negotiation, Deviation Analysis, Contract Risk Assessment, Contract 
Execution, Contract Repository, Roles Based Access, Visibility & Alerts, KPI 
Dashboard and Reporting. 
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More Details

• 20+ years in business with global
operations and partnerships;
Employee Strength: 8000+

• 165+ longstanding customer
relationships, including Original
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs),
and Tier 1 companies. Global
operations network in over 10
countries.

• Industries served: Automotive,
Energy & Utilities, Industrial
Equipment, Semiconductor, Hi-
Tech, Government & Defense

• Technology expertise: Product
Engineering, IC Design Services,
Business and IT Consulting,
Enterprise Software Support



Some of the key solution features delivered to meet the business 
challenges are as below:

• Automated end-to-end process for template-based as well as third party
contracts. System provided enterprise scale and flexibility to publish templates
as required by all the business units, some of whom were acquired entities. The
system enabled centralized enforcement of critical clauses and also allowed for
localized template modifications as required by the entities

• Approval rules engine to ensure contracts getting reviewed as per
organizational policies. This ensured all contracts, particularly of those
acquired entities, got routed through the right review and approval channels

• Strong alerts and visibility on renewals with repeated reminders and
escalations. This ensured timely renewals, resulting in complete recognition of
billed revenue

• Abstract all contract commitments and assign owners, escalate if missed
deadlines. This ensured contractual obligations are captured and assigned to
owners with the system driving alerts and visibility into actionable items

• System tracks deviations and routes for approvals based on the nature of
deviation leading to better control

• Integrate with SAP for contract checks on invoicing, project creation

• Dashboard reporting, notifications on key milestones—expiries

• Searchable centralized repository of all contracts and supporting
documentation

Benefits 
Icertis Contract Management enabled KPIT to manage and control a 
fragmented contracting process spread across all the acquired entities. The 
system has significantly improved KPIT’s contract management capability with 
some key benefits highlighted below: 

• Over 50% improvement in contract turnaround times, leading to substantial
productivity improvements and most importantly, the ability to shorten the
order to cash cycles

• Ensured 100% visibility on renewals of contracts, ensuring positive impact on
revenue recognition

• Eliminated occurrence of invoicing against expired contracts, integrated
invoicing with contract management processes

• Standardized critical clauses across the group, enforced deviation approvals
on all contracts resulting in better contract risk management and control

• Enabled complete visibility into all contracts across the group, including all
the acquired entities

• Significantly improved the legal team's capability to manage contracts in a
high-growth business environment by completely automating the process,
enabling business self-service and providing proactive alerts and visibility to
all stakeholders
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To learn how Icertis can 
increase the efficiency  
of your contract 
management process, 
contact us at info@icertis.com, 
844.404.2244 or visit 
our website at icertis.com.

ABOUT ICERTIS

Icertis is the leading provider of contract lifecycle 
management in the Cloud. Icertis Contract Management 
(ICM) is an innovative, easy-to-use platform that is highly 
configurable and continually adapts to complex business 
needs. With its intelligent workflow and built-in analytics, 
ICM provides ongoing contractual insights and best-of-
breed contract management. ICM enables customers to 
increase compliance, improve governance, mitigate risk and 
enhance user productivity, thereby maximizing ROI and 
accelerating time to value across the global enterprise. For 
more information, please visit www.icertis.com




